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ABSTRACT
DOING ALL YOU CAN,BROTHER?

Visual Themes of World War II American Propaganda Posters
This thesis is a result of an in-depth analysis of the three thousand plus
propaganda posters used in the United States during World War II. The bulk of
these posters are housed at National Archives II in College Park, Maryland. The
analysis was conducted within the context of several questions. What were the
goals of the propagandists? How were those goals visually represented in the
posters? What were the visual themes? Why were these goals and themes deemed
necessary? How do the goals and themes fit into the overall context of a total
war? The concept of being in a total war had an overarching effect on poster
production. The propagandists wanted the populace to believe that everything a
person did or said, from sneezing to sex, had an impact on the war effort.
Therefore posters emphasized the correct v^ay of doing things. In other words, the
way in which a person acted or spoke that would be most beneficial to the war
effort.
The analysis, coupled with the opinions of other scholars on the subject,
has revealed a number of patterns. Even with the thousands of posters produced,
they could be placed in only a few categories, such as production, recruitment or
conservation. The posters were a combination of three factors: goal, visual theme
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and emotion. For example, a poster might have “produce more war goods as a
goal, enemy caricature as a theme and patriotism as the prevailing emotion. There
were innumerable combinations, but certain factors were combined with
regularity. For example, when emphasizing higher quality production, guilt was
the dominant emotion, but when emphasizing more production, patriotism was the
dominant emotion. The effectiveness of the posters relied on psychology, artistry
and visibility. While the level of impact these posters had on winning the war is
still debated, there is no doubt that the images produced, even today, inspire awe
and capture the imagination.
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CHAPTER ONE
SETTING THE STAGE
During World War II, the world witnessed a propaganda campaign so
large in scope that it has yet to be rivaled. This campaign blossomed out of a
particular belief that, “this global conflict was not solely a war of physical
survival of either nations or the individuals who composed those nations. It
was also a war of ideology that sought to capture the heart and soul of men s
minds.”' The war started in 1939, when Germany invaded Poland, but the
United States did not enter into the conflict until December of 1941 when the
Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor. A survey just days after the attack found that
America was ‘“deeply resentful of the treachery. Vengeance-bent, confident
of victory, dazzled by cataclysm,’ the nation now demanded war, with ‘little
second thought yet of the cost.

A parallel can be seen with World War I.

The war started in Europe in 1914, but the United States did not enter into the
conflict until 1917, when a German U-boat sank the Lusitania. The sinking
killed many Americans.
The United States hesitated entering both wars until it was directly
attacked. There was a widespread feeling of isolationism before World War I
and much of Woodrow Wilson’s presidential campaign focused on keeping

* Jordan Braverman, To Hasten the Homecoming(New York: Madison Books, 1996), ix.
^ Steven Casey, Cautious Crusade: Franklin D. Roosevelt, American Public Opinion, and the
War Against Nazi Germany(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000),47.
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the United States out of the so-called “European” war. Likewise,in the years
between the start of World War II and the American entry into it, uneasy
memories of the horrors of the first war and fears of the lingering depression
kept many Americans focused on problems on their own continent. However,
when it entered into both wars, the government had to use the media to sway
public opinion in favor of war. Posters became essential to the dissemination
of government propaganda in both World Wars. This thesis will focus on the
posters of World War II. It will examine the war goals of government and
civilian agencies and how those agencies tried to achieve those goals via the
visual themes of the propaganda posters. The goals and themes were
embedded in several categories of posters including production, conservation
and recruitment.
Before the themes can be examined in detail, a brief look should be
taken of how propaganda is defined and the evolution of visual propaganda.
Propaganda is difficult to define. Even more difficult is to define it
objectively, sans the negative connotation that surrounds it. One definition
seems appropriate, given the topic of this thesis:
“In accordance with established practice among scholars of mass
persuasion the word propaganda is used...not in the popular pejorative sense,
but as a specific term to describe the act of mass persuasion. Propaganda
cannot be defined by the nature of the material propagated; the definition must

-2-

rest on the intent underlying the dissemination or...the suppression of the
»3

material in question.

Governments and leaders have always used propaganda in one form
or another to sway the masses. Although to what level propaganda and other
psychological factors affect war has been hotly debated, the fact that
propaganda does have an impact has not. A Chinese philosopher argued over
two thousand years ago that the superior general could defeat opponents by
dampening their spirits, rather than fighting them."^ Roman emperors etched
propaganda into their coinage. They used scenes of battles they won or
associated themselves with gods or heroes to impress the money holding
populace. For instance, after his Dacian campaign (106-111 AD),the emperor
Trajan produced coins with his face on one side and himself on horseback,
spearing a Dacian on the reverse. This was to show his military might after a
successful campaign. Propaganda was also etched into temples and giant
stone tablets. Like the coins, the images on the temples would often show a
successful battle to instill pride in the victorious and fear in the conquered.^
Printing ushered in a whole new era for propaganda. Pamphlets,
leaflets and broadsides became the medium from which propaganda flowed.
The press offered unparalleled speed and numbers for the production of
propaganda material. For the most part, this material was plain text. Often
certain words or phrases would be bolded or made in some other way to stand

^ Nicholas John Cull, Selling War: The British Propaganda Campaign Against American
'‘Neutrality" in World War II(New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), xi.
^ Allison Gilmore, You Can’t Fight Tanks with Bayonets: Psychological Warfare against the
Japanese Army in the Southwest Pacific(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1998),9.
^ http://www.romancoins.info/VIC-Historical.html
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out for greater emphasis of the main point. If images were used, they were
crudely drawn and without color.
The propaganda poster reversed the way some propaganda was
presented. Instead of having lengthy text and crude pictures, the poster had
colorful, striking pictures accompanied by a simple text message. “Visual
propaganda, which greatly minimized the need to comprehend the written
»6

word, offered a means of reaching broad strata of the population.
The United States propaganda posters of World War II evolved almost
directly out of the posters of World War I. Themes,such as recruitment,
silence, and purchasing war bonds, were represented in posters during both
wars. A few times even the same poster(save a few alterations) was used. A
good example of this is the famous “I Want You” recruitment poster designed
by Montgomery Flagg. He used the same image and only slightly altered the
text from the WWI to the WWH poster. He was bom in 1877 and was a child
prodigy, selling his first illustration at the age of twelve. He grew up during a
time when pen and ink was becoming a popular medium due to the
advancements of reproduction technology. This technology was what allowed
posters to become the print media favored for government propaganda. Flagg
created over forty patriotic posters for the government during both World
Wars.’
Most countries involved in the World War I made their own posters
and striking similarities can be seen among them. In fact, Flagg’s famous
^ Victoria Bonnell,Iconography ofPower: Soviet Political Posters under Lenin and Stalin
(Berkely: University of California Press, 1997),4.
’http://www.bpib.com/illustra2/flagg.htm
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Uncle Sam was based upon a British poster produced in 1914. This poster
featured Lord Kitchener, the military governor of Egypt in 1914. Kitchener,
like Uncle Sam, is imploring his countrymen

BRITONS

to enlist in the army.. In “Your Country Needs
You”, a case study of political iconography,
Carlo Ginzburg argues that the Kitchener
poster is the most effective propaganda poster
ever due to the numerous imitations, variations

JOHIYDOIIM[linAnMY>
con
nm king

and even parodies and inversions,

The

pointing finger theme was popular during the
First World War, appearing in France, Germany and Russia, with angry and
determined soldiers demanding the attention of the viewer. Emotional use in
these posters varied from the stern patriotism of Engelhardt’s Gernian
recruitment poster (1919) to the downright fear of a World War I Hungarian
recruitment poster.^ Images were not the only holdover from the first war.
“Food is ammunition” and “Buy a Bond”, along with many other
slogans were used extensively during both wars. Alliteration and catchy
rhymes were popular, especially when dealing with the enemy.

Halt the

Hun” was used during WWI when refening to the Germans. Propagandists
used the term Hun to associate the action of the German army with ancient

® Carlo Ginzburg, 'Your Country Needs You': a Case Study in Political Iconography in the
History Workshop Journal, Issue 52, 7.
Ibid, Figs. 4&5. During the Vietnam War, a parody poster was produced showing a
wounded Uncle Sam holding out his hand, saying i want out’. It was created by the
Committee to Unsell the War. The committee no doubt saw the political and emotional
significance of the original poster and altered it, ironically enough, to paint a negative image
of the Vietnam War. Fig 17.
-5-

barbaric tribes. “Halt the Hun” was easily converted to “Slap the Jap”. The
similarities of images and texts from the First World War to the second meant
that those producing posters had some similar goals in both wars. However,
many posters produced during World War II were redundant or even
conflicting. This was the result of an unclear governmental policy on
propaganda and an influx of
Army
Army Air Forces
Army Recruiting Bureau
Army Recruiting Service
Bureau of Home Economics
Bureau of Naval Personnel
Cadet Nurse Corps
Civil Air Patrol
Dept. Agriculture
Dept. Treasury
Division of Labor Standards
Extension Service
Federal Security Agency
Federal Works Agency
Forest Service
Maritime Commission
National Inventors Council
Navy Dept. Bureau of Ordnance
Office for Emergency Management
Office of Civilian Defense
Office of Defense Transportation
Office of Facts and Figures
Office of Price Administration
Office of Production Management
Office of War Information
Public Health Service
War Finance Division
War Food Administration
War Manpower Commission
War Production Board
Women's Bureau
10

civilian poster producers.
Unlike Nazi Germany, which had
an Office of Propaganda under
Joseph Goebbels, Roosevelt
“never formulated a coherent
federal propaganda policy”,
according to Clayton Laurie. He
explains that specific war aims
were never enunciated beyond a
total victory over the Axis
powers." This left the door open
for the various government
agencies to produce their own
posters according to their own
agendas within the overall goal of

Clayton Laurie, The Propaganda Warriors: America’s Crusade Against Nazi Germany
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1996),46,
“ Ibid, I.
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victory. At left is a list ofjust some of the federal agencies that produced
posters during the war.
Each agency generally produced posters with a specific agenda in
mind. The Office of Defense Transportation’s posters were aimed at getting
people to travel less in order to conserve gasoline and rubber, while the
Department of the Treasury used posters to sell war bonds. There was quite a
bit of overlap, however. The Office of War Information, by far the largest
producer of posters, issued posters covering every topic, from canning food to
careless talk. The OWI developed out of the Committee on Public
Information, which was created in 1917 to unite the public opinion of
American behind the war. George Creel headed up the committee with an
intense fervor. The negative intensity and contrasts between propaganda and
the reality that Americans saw created a feeling of bitterness toward
propaganda that the OWI had to overcome. It also had to overcome
Roosevelt’s ambiguity over chain of command dealing with propaganda.
Although it was the largest producer of propaganda,it did not have sole
jurisdiction. Often, the OWI became frustrated with the lack of overall
structure and lack of chain of command. However, Roosevelt countered this
by saying that rivalry between agencies was stimulating. This stimulation
13

came from the agencies trying to outdo one another.
Agencies and departments in the federal government were not the only
poster producers. Governments at the state and local levels also produced
12

Allan Winkler, The Politics ofPropaganda: The Office of War Information (London: Yale
University Press, 1978), 2-3.
13
Ibid, 20.
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posters. Private companies such as Kroger and Ford made their own posters as
well. These privately produced posters had the same themes as the
government’s, although they were specialized to the company that made them.
For example, a poster made by Ford would be specific to a particular factory
and emphasize production. It makes sense that a company that made war
goods would make posters trying to increase production and thereby profit,
but what about those companies not tied to the effort? It would seem to be
almost bad form to have posters vying for commercial profit in a time of
ration stamps and war bonds. It seems some companies found a loophole. In
chapter four is a poster “published in the interest of the War Effort” by Kroger
Grocery Company. On the surface it’s a poster for war bonds, produced by a
war-conscious company. However,is it just happenstance that a poster created
by a food chain would have a little girl holding up a bright red, tasty looking
apple? The apple is perhaps a subliminal message, one of the many
psychological tools of propagandists. The next chapter will discuss in detail
the visual themes or so-called “tools of the trade” used by wartime
propagandists to promote their goals and agendas in posters.
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CHAPTER TWO
TOOLS OF THE TRADE

The benefits of using posters for propaganda is two fold, the first being
able to reach a mass audience. By strategically placing it in a railway station or on
the side of a building on a busy street corner, the poster has the ability to be seen
by hundreds or even thousands of people daily. Strategic public placement offered
another bonus, especially during a time of ration. As Victoria Bonnell points out,
“Political posters displayed in public places offered a more effective way of using
limited supplies of paper and ink to reach a wide audience, The poster’s
effectiveness would increase if a person were exposed to them repeatedly, which
is why they were placed in public places, where people would pass as part of their
daily routine.

r

Ease of understanding is the second benefit to
using posters. By using both images and simple
text, a viewer can discern the meaning without
much conscious effort. Unlike pamphlets or
essays, which require concerted efforts on the part
of the reader, a quick glance is all that is required
for a poster. Sometimes text is not even required,

' Victoria Bonnell, Iconography ofPower: Soviet Political Posters under Lenin and Stalin
(Berkely: University of California Press, 1997), 5.
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where the image successfully conveys the message of the poster. This is the
reason why posters were especially popular in Russia, were a large segment of the
population was illiterate. Most times however, a short text message,even one
word like in the above poster for preserving scrap metal,is used along with the
image. To make a message more accessible to the general public, the text in a
poster would often rhyme or make a play on words.“Do it right. Make it bite” for
production and “Can all you can” for conservation and rationing are just two of
the many examples. The darker side of rhyming occurred in posters dealing with
the Japanese. The term “Japanese” was rarely used and was substituted with the
derogatory slang- “Jap”. This was not confined to propaganda. Newspapers made
the substitution as well. Unfortunately for the Japanese, but fortuitously for the
propagandists the word “Jap” has many words that will rhyme with it. The use of
rhyme,specific to posters dealing with the Japanese will be discussed at length in
chapter seven.
Emotion is the key to propaganda. An in-depth analysis of the National
Archives three thousand plus poster collection revealed a number of visual tactics
used by propagandists to incite certain emotional responses. These responses
aided in reaching the goals set forth by the posters, such as conservation or
enlistment in the military. The following few pages lists some of the more
common emotional responses wanted by propagandists and the visual tactics used
to induce the responses.
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Guilt
Pointing finger theme’
Compaction of responsibility, blame or shame onto single individual
Text emphasis on You, Your, Our, We and “Someone’
Association of “guilty party” with the enemy
Ridicule of both physical and mental capabilities
Use of darker tones and colors
Fear
Freedom loss
Caricature of enemy with animalistic features
Extensive use of blood, battle scenes, fire, shadow, destruction and smoke
High frequency of “Damsel in Distress” and “Child in Peril”
Spies and the “Omnipresent Enemy”
Unholy Trinity’
Death personified
Anger/Hatred
Caricature of enemy with animalistic features
Enemy atrocities (Pearl Harbor, Nazi brutality)
Dead soldiers (technique appeared later in the war)
Unholy Trinity’
Humiliation of enemy
Clinched fist
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Pride
Patriotic symbols (American flag, eagle, Uncle Sam)
Attractive citizens (Strong men in uniform, well kept and proper women)
Personal association with victory
Bright and vivid use of color
Heavy text use of Together, We, Us, All, America(n), Victory and Brother
Humiliation of enemy (Animal caricature)
Clinched fist
It can be noted that a particular theme can fall under a number of
emotional categories. Placement in a category depended upon the way the theme
was drawn. For example, the enemy caricature theme falls under Fear, Anger and
Pride. A propagandist would decide which emotional category would be best for
attaining a poster’s particular goal.

^snupM

T
'*Hcutc ^chdct uos i)cutS£KUr\d
'Ibtlny, Oermiiiiy is Ours;
niotgcti die gaftzcUIcU.^*’
Tomorrow,the Whole World

r*

OHJEAH?

BEAT YOUR PROMISE
The first poster conjures fear using light and shadow, along with the
infamous, yet stereotypical German helmet. The nairow eyes stare with an air of
malice and evil intentions. This is also an example of the “Omnipresent Enemy”
theme. The second and third posters exude both hate and pride. It was quite
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common for posters to mix themes. Although snakes were usually associated with
fear, the second poster uses a number of elements to emphasize hate and pride
rather than fear. The poster shows a boot coming down to “stamp out” the
“Unholy Trinity”(Hitler, Mussolini, andTojo). This direct contact implies the
wearer of the boot has no fear of vermin. Also, when trying to emphasize fear, the
text is generally pleading or has an air of desperation.“Stamp ‘Em Out” is

an

order, not a plea. Also note the trio’s facial expressions. They have a look of
stupidity, implying they are more of a nuisance than a threat. The third poster
portrays the German soldiers as pig-like. The text “Oh Yeah?” implies contempt,
disbelief and gives an air of American superiority. It took a keen eye and talented
hand to be able to take a single theme and apply any number of emotions to it.
The thousands of posters produced during the war resulted from the efforts
of an army of artists, designers and illustrators. Many artists signed their names to
the posters created as they would on any other artwork. Several artists would
become or were already famous. These artists include Walt Disney, Ben Shahn
and Norman Rockwell. A number of posters, however, have no signature and the
artists are unknown. The design range of the posters was as varied as the artists
who created them,from simple cartoons to near photographic detail.

- 13-

ULTA\AR RONDS
Note the differences between these two posters. The first one separates
ocean and sky with a single wavy line, most likely a cutout placed over the
bottom half. The fire was produced by not completely painting the entire poster.
The white paper can be seen in the “fire” around the ship. The flames are actually
unfinished brush strokes of gray against white. The ship has few details and the
smoke, although coming from the smokestacks and not the body, is used to
accentuate the sense of destruction. Note that the word “might” is smaller and
thinner than the rest of the text. The “might” is often dropped from the text to
infer direct connection between careless talk and its extreme consequences. The
other poster, designed by Norman Rockwell is almost photographic. This scene
shows ten people in a town meeting for the “annual report” (according to the
bulletin in the hands of the man in the gray suit). As was Rockwell’s style, each
person in the poster is based on a real person. The attention to detail is striking,
from the standing man’s plaid shirt to the loosened tie of the older gentleman
sitting next to him.

- 14-

It is obvious that many artists paid attention to detail, however, it seems
that on some posters sacrificed design in an attempt to force an emotional
response. Jeff Nicholas, a graphic designer, did a comparison study of a welldesigned poster with one that was, visually, poorly designed.

I WANTYOU

'1

Ski .'ll
■

\ ●●

5200Vaukl'riiguucr^Killcd
[ by Jnp'I'orhircIiiFhiiippiucs;
I CmftI‘March of Death* L)cscril)cd

ARMY

ISAKOV

fivEiy

I

®

ENLIST NOW
IS WIPED out/

On the left is Flagg’s “I Want You” recruitment poster. Uncle Sam, the
easily recognizable icon is centered on a white background. This is good use of
negative space. The use of foreshortening makes the finger appear as if it’s
following the viewer, making it seem as if Uncle Sam is speaking directly to and
only to the viewer. The “You” is larger than the rest of the words and is
underlined which further reinforces the idea of direct appeal to the viewer. The
lettering is bold and easy to read against the white. U.S. Anriy is red to alert the
viewer as to what uniform Uncle Sam wants him to wear.^ The Navy and Marine
Corps used similar tactics. Overall, the poster’s message is simple and

^ Jeff Nicholas, Interview.
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straightforward, which is key for poster propaganda. Perhaps this explains why it
has been used in one form or another from WWI until today.
At first glance, the sheer violence portrayed in the “Murdering Jap” poster
would make one think the poster was produced with combatants in mind. It was
produced, however, by the Office of Emergency Management- Domestic
Operations Branch, with production workers as the intended audience. The poster
design breaks the “rule of simplicity”, with the message being lost via the poster s
visual busyness, which shows the difference between detail and clutter. The
message is for workers to stay on the job until the war is over. The poster uses an
“anti-euphemism” in which “winning the war” becomes “wiping out the Japs .
The obvious intent of the poster is to tap into intense racial hatred that many
Americans had for the Japanese. In this particular case, the attempt for emotional
impact overshadows the production message. This overshadowing occurs with
both the images and the text.^
First the eye has to contend with a two-layer illustration, an American
POW being beaten by a Japanese solider in front and a line of POW’s on a death
march” in back. Next, newspaper headlines about a “death march” appear as if
under the poster where that section had been ripped or burned away. This adds
clutter, in the sense that the newspaper does not visually belong in the poster. The
text further convolutes the message by visually accentuating the racism
(“Murdering Jap”), not the call for production (“stay on the job”). The words are
accentuated much like in the Uncle Sam poster, by size and color difference.
However, using red on orange with little or no outline makes it difficult for the
^ Jeff Nicholas, Interview.
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eye to quickly associate the differentiated words with the reason for the
differentiation. Even though “slay on the job” is italicized it does notjump out, as
it should as the main message, as “Murdering Jap” does. The man on the street,
quickly passing by a poster like this, would not have the time or inclination to
intensely study it. There is a good chance that the production message would have
been missed completely.*^

Although most posters were not as Rockwell s,

'’’N' l

Ten years ago:

y.

THE m\^ BURNED
IHESE^QOKS

the bulk of them were made to be as life-like as
possible. This was often achieved by using
photographs. Unlike posters from WWI, many
from WWII used photography. Often times a
photograph is the most effective media foi
propaganda. What better way to show book-

... h/ffree Americans
CAN STILL READ THEM

loving Americans the dangers of the Nazis than

by a photograph of an actual book-burning. Use of photographs ranged from the
photo being the entire poster like the one above, part of a montage, or combined
with art.
As mentioned, the posters fall into logical categories according to purpose,
such as production or recruitment. Likewise, visual themes also follow logical
groupings. As will be pointed out, certain themes were more frequent in some
categories and less frequent in others.

Jeff Nicholas, Interview
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CHAPTER THREE
UNCLE SAM,FREEDOM AND THE BEAUTIFUL SOLDIER
Fierce patriotism is a force to be reckoned with. Few acts can inspire
patriotism like an attack on one’s homeland, especially if that attack is by surprise
or considered unprovoked. The contemporary example of the 2001 Septembei
11

th

terrorist attacks illustrates the point. American flags became a hot commodity

and many stores sold out of every type, from stickers to full size cloth ones. Flags
could be seen on car antennas and on front porches, where previously they had
only flown on the Fourth of July. A similar patriotic phenomenon occuired after
I

the bombing of Pearl Harbor.

...wevie p highly resolve that these dead
s/u
at have died in \ain...
-

fervor and issued hundreds of

i.
*●
●●

Propagandists tapped into this patriotic

■,***

patriotically themed posters. The poster

‘f!*.i

on the left was one of two that used the
(i

Remember Dec. 7

lht>

theme. It had a

l^.

0(1'.;
' '

^ '
r

printing run of three years- from March

am 71mr

L9

^4

of 1943 to August of 1945. It is an

I
*/

obvious play on “Remember the Alamo .

The psychological power of this poster lies in several visual associations. Average
citizens had seen the destruction either through photogi'aphs or the movies and the
poster uses the billowing smoke to rekindle the emotion felt when they first heard
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about or saw the damage. The flag is the most important part of this poster, hence
it’s central location. The poster is unusual in that the flag is damaged. It is
damaged-but still flying; which is key to the posters impact. The tattered flag
inspired pride in the same way the “Star Spangled Banner” does as it tells of the
flag flying despite the rockets red glare and bombs bursting in air. The flag is
flying at half-mast, signifying the death of thousands of Americans. The half-mast
position ties the flag in with the excerpt from Lincoln’s consecration of the
Gettysburg battlefield. The poster does not target any particular group, which
means it was a datch all” motivational piece, appealing to all involved in the war
effort, not just soldiers or production workers. Motivation is inspired from
Lincoln’s words: “that these dead will not have died in vain”. Propagandists
wanted the populace to think that the dead could be avenged (the other poster uses
the word avenge instead or remember) by hard work, be it on the battlefield or the
home front. They believed that anger invoked patriotism and patriotism made
people work harder. This poster was created to keep those feelings fresh and on
the forefront of the American consciousness.
The flag, as seen in the Pearl Harbor poster, was one of the most important
symbols used by propagandists to inspire patriotism. It was often used as the
background or could be seen within the image. If not the whole flag, pieces such
as stars or just the red, white blue color scheme are used.
Just as important as the flag and almost as recurring was Uncle Sam. Used
in both world wars, he played a varied role in the posters,from elderly father
figure to muscular soldier leading the troops into battle. Decked out in red, white
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and blue, he was the personification of America,just as John Bull was the
personification of Britain. He appeared in almost every type of poster, from
recruitment to production. The history of Uncle Sam is shrouded in mystery,
although most people believe the character is based on a real person. Samuel
Wilson lived in Troy, New York, during the War of 1812. He was in the
meatpacking and slaughtering business and provided meat for the United States
Army in bairels marked “U.S.”. According to legend, someone remarked that the
bairels were from “Uncle Sam” Wilson. Soon Uncle Sam was associated with the
federal government. The image of Uncle Sam, however, was created entirely by
artists and political cartoonists, including Thomas Nast. There were several icons
similar to Uncle Sam in dress. Yankee Doodle and “Brother Jonathan” both wore
star-spangled red, white and blue suit. A goatee and lack of a feather in his cap
differentiate Uncle Sam from Brother Jonathan’.
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BUY WAR BONDS

http://home.nycap.iT.com/content/us_bio.html
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mcommo/fm!

I WANT YOU

vMYDisemi

ENLIST NOW
Other patriotic characters included eagles and past presidents.
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln were popular more often for quotes or
speech excerpts than visually. President Roosevelt appeared in a handful of
posters, but infrequently compared to Hitler in his poster propaganda. It

was more

politically sound to use historic figures rather than risk partisanship by using a
current political figure.
America has been called the land of freedom. Propagandists viewed the
loss of these freedoms as something horrifying to the common man. They
promoted this fear in a good percentage of posters as motivation to aid the wai
effort. The most famous of these were the “Four Freedoms” series by Norman
Rockwell. Based on Roosevelt’s four freedoms speech, Rockwell created a poster
dedicated to each freedom. Roosevelt gave the speech on January 6, 1941, as pait
of his annual message to Congress. The main purpose of the speech was to
announce that he was sending his Lend-Lease Bill to Congress. The bill was
intended to provide Britain with materials without specifying a dollar amount. He
concluded the speech by defining the “four essential human freedoms,” that he
believed his policies would secure. They are the freedom of speech and religion
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and the freedom from fear and want. The “four freedoms” have been argued to
have been a kind of shorthand for America’s war goals.^
swK n!i-;n)(»M)i’ si’ihii
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Rockwell’s realistic style no doubt struck a cord with the average
American, by conveying a sense of normalcy and peace. The motivational aspect
of these posters is two-fold. By using “save” and “ours to fight for” the posters
imply that these freedoms are at risk of being lost or taken away. The posters also
reiterate that the freedoms are “ours” and invoke the need in Americans to return
to a time of normalcy, when they did not have to ration food or worry about their
boys overseas. Freedom from fear dovetailed nicely with other posters. As
mentioned before, fear was a common emotion that propagandists wanted to
incite via the posters. Rockwell’s poster offers an alternative to the sometimesfrightening images. While the other posters used images to instill fear, thereby
motivating the population to destroy the source of the fear. This poster uses a
peaceful image to instill motivation, via a want to return to normalcy.
Rockwell’s freedom of religion poster is particularly significant. The text
says “Each according to the dictates of his own conscience” which invokes the
“freedom” in freedom of worship. Rockwell seems to have the religious basics

^ David Kennedy, Freedom From Fear: The American People in Depression and War, 1929-1945
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1999),471.
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covered. The man in the lower right comer appears to be either Jewish or
Catholic. The woman holding the rosary is Catholic. The man right above her
seems to be contemplating rather than worshiping(ireedom not to worship?). The
rest are more than likely protestant. What makes this poster really unusual is the
woman in the upper left comer. While African Americans were in many posters,
this is one of two out of thousands that showed black and white in the same
poster.
Religious iconography was quite common in posters as was the appeal to
freedom of religion. If the scene in the poster included a gravesite or alluded to
death, a cross was used. Churches were also common images. One famous poster
has a giant Nazi boot crushing a church steeple. The text reads,“We’re fighting to
prevent this”. Protecting the freedom of religion was a popular theme. It appears
that there were two categories of religion in posters. The categories are those
posters that used religion and those that were religious. It was rare, however,to
have a poster be religious itself(especially if produced by the government). The
word “God” was used mostly in contexts such as “oh my God” or “God help me!
and not in the true spiritual sense. The difference between using religion and
being religious can be seen in the posters on the following page.
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Strong in (lie strength »f the Lord
w who fight in the propleh muse
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THIS IS THE EHEMY
The one on the left uses the knife through the Bible to incite fear and anger
against the Nazis. It creates the idea that the Nazis are atheists or pagans and will
destroy religious freedom wherever they conquer. As the text implies-they are the
enemy and must be stopped. The one on the right uses “Strong in the strength of
the Lord” to lend a spiritual air to the poster. The text was taken from a speech by
Vice-President Henry Wallace, who was in turn inspired by Psalm 31.

^ http://www.state.nh.us/ww2/ww60.html
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Posters tended to not to be overtly Christian. However, the poster below,
created by John Falter and published by the Magazine Publishers of America used
imagery to make the audience think of Jesus Christ.

BY HIS DEEDS. . .
MEASURE YOURS
joHiiTWKn.
'
-

The soldier has died on the battlefield. The propagandists have tried to
associate the sacrifice of this soldier, who died for the freedom of others with the
sacrifice of Jesus who died on the cross for the sins of humanity. Artist’s
conception of the crucifixion shows Jesus as a young man, bearded with a dark
complexion. He is shirtless and nailed to the cross with his arms out and wrists
up. He is always shown wearing a crown of thorns. This soldier is young, with a
beard and dark complexion. He is almost shirtless, with his arms out and wrists
up. Barbed wire is circling his head and what used to be the wire fence has
formed a cross in the comer. The text, “By his deeds...measure yours” is also
directly linking this soldier with Christ, who Christians are supposed to emulate.
The rarity of this type of poster is most likely due to the totality of the war effort.
With everyone being needed to aid the effort in some way, the government would
not want to alienate or dissuade anyone from contributing based on religion.
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Different posters were aimed at different audiences. Those aimed at men,
especially recruitment and rally posters, had a special visual theme that can be
called the “Beautiful Soldier”. The branches of the
military were very fond of this tactic. This poster,
produced by the navy, shows a soldier fearless in the
face of danger. He is shirtless, showing off a chiseled
“man’s man” physique. The Navy quite often had its

a
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soldiers shirtless in its posters. Another navy poster
uses before and after drawings of its recruits. The first

shows weak and flabby boys, while the second has physically fit men with the
text reading “Men build the Navy...The Navy builds men.” Ail the branches
represented themselves in posters with clean-cut men with broad shoulders and
strong chins in well-kept uniforms. They also offered action, excitement and a
hint of danger. Soldiers who were portrayed in danger, were shown to be
determined and without fear. During the first twenty months of the war, the
govemment frowned upon showing images of dead soldiers. It was not until
tactics changed and it was decided that, “stopping the killing of Americans on the
battlefield” was a powerful motivator and more important than providing
reassurance."^
The appeal to masculinity seems consistent with what Joseph Fleck calls
the Male Sex Role Identity (MSRI).^ Roles were very specific for each sex. Men
were warriors, either on the battlefield or in production (many production posters
George Roeder, The Censored War: American Visual Experience During World War II(Yale
University Press: New Haven, 1993), 33.
^ Joseph Pleck, The Myth of Masculinity(MIT Press: Cambridge, 1981), 1.
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referred to workers as “warriors”). Posters constantly referred to duty, honor and a
sense of chivalry. It was a man’s duty to protect his country,freedoms, home and
family. It was his duty to be strong, fearless, aggressive and unforgiving to the
enemy. He was often implored via posters to save his wife’s virtue or children’s
lives from a barbaric or tyrannous enemy. Many of the posters specifically stated
that being a man meant fighting the enemy either literally or figuratively. Not
fulfilling this role was seen as cowardly and effeminate. Men were not the only
ones that the propagandists felt had to fulfill prescribed roles.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ROSIE AND LITTLE JOHNNY
With the majority of the eligible males going off to fight, much of the
domestic American propaganda dealt with or was directed at women. Karen
Anderson believes that no other war had had such a profound effect of women. It
marked a retreat from the prevailing notions of the proper roles and capabilities of
women.I Just as the posters themselves can be categorized, so can the use of
women in the posters. These categories were both positive and negative,
depending upon what message a particular agency wanted to send. As with men,
women also had very rigid gender roles to adhere to, although some of those roles
had to be altered for the war effort. According to Susan Hartmann,“...the
popular ideology that women’s primary role was in the home survived the war
both in public discourse and in the beliefs of most women,the military crisis did
create ideological climate supportive of women’s movement into the public
realm.»2
However large the leap was for women in the public realm, they were
portrayed first and foremost as somehow connected to a man, most often as a
wife, mother or daughter. The “good woman” role was a very popular theme, as
seen in this war bond poster. “Giving a man” was not the end of responsibility,

* Karen Anderson, Wartime Women: Sex Roles, Family Relations, and the Status of Women during
World War II(Westport; Greenwood Press, 1981),4.
^ Susan Hartman, The Homefront and Beyond: American Women in the I940’s(Boston: Twayne
Publishers, 1982), 20.
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however. The “good woman” also had to write to her man,take care of his
children and be a good citizen. The good citizen extends into a distinct category
of its own. She was implored to carry her own

/GAVEA MAN!

packages, conserve and recycle material, limit
travel and find time for war work. As with most
other posters, ones dealing with women were
emotionally charged. Of course, the three most
common emotions used were fear, guilt and

Will you give at least IO%
of your pay in War Bonds?

patriotism. Guilt was most often doled out in the
form of the above poster. Women (most often

mothers) had given their children or husbands to the war, which made the
sacrifice of “10% of pay for war bonds,” seem small. Of course, the giving of a
man did not exempt women from additional contributions to the war effort.
Posters chided women for moping around about their men. These women were
told that only working in a war job would help bring the men back home faster.

WeCanDolt!

With many of the male factory workers going to the
front, women were needed to fill in the production gap.
Once frowned upon, it was now a patriotic duty for a
woman to find time to work a war job. In fact, in
suggested copy from the Office of Wai'Information
campaign it said that:
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Eventually the neighbors are going to think it very strange if you are not
working. They’ll be working too. In fact, any strong, able-bodied woman
who is not completely occupied with ajob and a home- is going to be
considered a ‘slacker’just as much as the man who avoids the draft.^
Rosie the Riveter, one of the most famous images of World War n, was
created to motivate women to work. With her muscular arm and determined
stance, she became a symbol that working women associated with pride. Many
posters, movies and songs featured Rosie,including this patriotic ditty:
All the day long.
Whether rain or shine.
She's a part of the assembly line.
She's making history.
Working for victory,
Rosie the Riveter.
Keeps a sharp lookout for sabotage.
Sitting up there on the fuselage.
That little girl will do more than a male will do.
Rosie's got a boyfriend, Charlie.
Charlie, he's a Marine.
Rosie is protecting Charlie,
Working overtime on the riveting machine.
When they gave her a production "E,"
She was as proud as she could be.
There's something true about.
Red, white, and blue about,
Rosie the Riveter."^
Some people believe that the strong “Rosie” type replaced the “glamour
girl” as the epitome of beauty.^ In fact, one poster has three service men making
eyes at a “girlie poster,” in which the girl is a Rosie type. The poster showed the

^ As printed in Leila J. Rupp. Mobilizing Women for War: German and American Propaganda,
1939-1945.(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978), p. 74.
“ Redd Evans and John Jacob Loeb,"Rosie the Riveter,"(New York: Paramount Music Corp.,
1942).
^ Rupp, 146.
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appreciation most servicemen had for the work the women were doing. The text
reads “Their real pin-up girl”, although Betty Grable and Rita Hayworth could
still be seen gracing the walls of almost every American army barrack. In fact,
one out of every five servicemen owned the famous “Betty Grable from behind
poster”.*" Jenny on the Job and “Miss USA” were other characters created with
the woman worker in mind.
While the different agencies used posters to recruit for themselves, some
posters stressed to women that it did not matter what war job you did as long as
you had on. The poster below is an example, imploring women to find the job
“that suited them best”. No matter where a
IVe found the job
where I fit best!"

woman worked, the propagandist made sure
that the women knew they were appreciated.
Many posters carried the slogan We can t

FIND YOUR WAR JOB
In Industry-Agriculture-Business

win without them”. Along with production

work, posters listed other jobs in which women were needed which included farm
workers, typists, teachers, conductors, messengers, bus and taxi drivers and in
hundreds of other war jobs.
One of the more interesting categories of employment that opened up for
women was in the military. Women served in almost every military capacity,
short of combat. The integration of women into the military was somewhat
cautious, balancing between conventional beliefs and the war-based necessity of
changing sex roles.^ Women worked as WAC’s(Women’s Army Corps),

* http://claudia79.tripod.com/pin-upgirl.html
’Hartmann, 31.
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WAVES(Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service), WASP’s
(Women’s Airforce Service Pilots), SPARS(Semper Paratus - Always Ready;
the motto of the Coast Guard)^ and in the Navy and Army Nurse Corps.
Recniitment posters for these military posts were much like military recruitment
posters directed at men. The posters used positive themes such as patriotism.
rather than negative themes to attract women.
There was another side to women in propaganda. Many times they used the
“damsel in distress” role to appeal to the male “heroic” role. They were often
portrayed being carted off by German soldiers or being held at knifepoint by the
Japanese. This was a successful holdover from posters of World War I. The
“inhuman Jap” replaced the “bai*baric Hun” as the beast who ravaged the women
they came across in conquered lands. While they were “damsels in distress”, they
were also mothers with fierce maternal instincts.
While they were production workers and

WANTED!

good wives and daughters, women were also
temptresses and spies. They also carried deadly
diseases. The government feared gonoiThea and
clymedia as incapacitators of soldiers. Hundreds
of posters were produced warning young soldiers

FOR MURDER

of the dangers of a beautiful woman. It was often

Her rareiess talk costs lives
a woman that an inebriated soldier would tell war
secrets to. While many posters were aimed at getting all people to stop discussing
“sensitive” infomiation, many were directed at women. Many women were upset

^ http://www.uscg.mil/reserve/magazine/magI997/novl997/spars.htm
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when the poster on the previous page was issued. They felt betrayed, especially
with all the extra duties they now had to perform, like working a war job and
collecting scrap.
Children were used in posters like emotionally charged pawns. Similar to
the situation with women,children were both used in posters and were the targets
of them. Often they

WAR

were used like
women as “children

and STAMPS

in distress”. Guilt

I

and fear played
heavily in posters
that used children.

d
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They were used to
sell bonds and motivate soldiers. This poster, produced by Kroger Grocer
Company, uses the alien imagery of a gas mask and the fear of what it represents
to motivate the populace to keep the hon'ors of war (like chemical warfare) from
invading the otherwise normal world of “innocent” schoolchildren. Many times
the posters used the perceived fear of enemy landing for motivation. The visual
tactic showed a shadow or dark gloved hand reaching for the children. The poster
reminded woiried parents of the invisible enemy. In one poster the shadow was
shaped like a swastika and the text reads, “Don’t let that shadow touch them,
suggesting that the enemy, whether German or Japanese was evil and existed in
darkness. Often children were portrayed as victims. This was associated with
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guilt. Posters showed a young boy or girl crying over the picture of their father,
with the text blaming someone’s “careless talk” in the killing of their daddy.
Today a similar tactic is used in highway work zones. A large sign is placed on
the side of the road with writing that appears to be in crayon. It implores drivers
to slow down “because my daddy (or mommy)works here” and it is signed,
depending on the sign, by either Abbi or Bobby. Much like the posters, these
signs utilize paternal or maternal guilt.
Many posters applied directly to children. These were mostly for war bonds
or for the collection of scrap. Many schools were part of the “Schools at War”
program, whose motto was “SAVE,SERVE,CONSERVE”.The motto was
shorthand for all the ways the government wanted children to contribute to the
war effort. Those ways were for saving money for warbonds,serving the school
and community in war related activities and conserving (i.e. collecting scrap).
The program was a joint effort of the Office of Education and the Department of
the Treasury. It began in September of 1942 and by its first year had 28,000
schools enrolled.^ Scrap collection was one of the most successful areas for
children. Many schools had a “Salvage for Victory” program. In only the first six
months of 1943,children collected over 13,000,000 tons for the program. The
Boy Scouts were given special praise for collecting over 502,000,000 pounds of
10

scrap material.
Propagandists used children to appeal to children. The posters often
created a sense of camaraderie among children. The following “Vitamin V” poster

^ William Tuttle. Daddy’s Gone to War: The Second World War in the Lives ofAmerica’s Children.
(New York: Oxford University Press 1993), p. 121-122.
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is an example of this. The “Hey Gang” is used to promote the work ethic that the
propagandists were looking for. The “V” in Vitamin V stands for victory, which
works as association because of the rhyme with Vitamin C or D. Both those
vitamins were associated with health; so therefore,“Vitamin V” became
associated with health (i.e. nationalistic health) as
well. Fear and direct guilt were rare in posters that
targeted children. Most often pride was substituted for
guilt. Posters would show school children being
positively reinforced for contributing to the war
effort. Propagandists tapped into the one-upmanship

Ik

so common in school children. The posters that

encouraged participation in scrap drives, buying war bonds and helping their
parents with such tasks as canning, produced impressive numbers as seen in the
scrap drives. Although the figures for scrap drives are impressive, William Tuttle
believes that, “what is important is not the aggregate figures,“but rather the
II

individual enthusiasm and dedication that produced these totals”.

10

Tuttle, 123-124.
Ibid, 122.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MOTIVATING THE PRODUCTION WARRIORS
The government did not expect the boys going

Good news from home

to war to fight to do it with their bare hands. They were
provided with guns, ammunition, tanks, food, planes
and numerous other combat necessary items. The
govemment did expect, however, that millions of
Americans at home would work in the factories and on

MORE PRODUCTION

farms to provide soldiers with the material they needed

to save the world from the Axis threat.
The number of production posters produced during the war was staggering.
Private companies dwarfed the govemment in both number and variety of posters.
This makes sense in an economical sense when one considers that private
companies were making profits as well as war goods. The number of posters
printed by the private sector is believed to be greater than total number produced
during World War I.* Production posters had nine specific goals, which applied to
both food and material production.
1. Produce more/faster
2. Produce better
3. Prevent loafing and/or absenteeism

William Bird and Harry Rubenstein, Design for Victoiy: World War II Posters on the American
Home Front(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998), p.l.
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4. Prevent accidents and/or tool breakage
5. Boost morale
6. Keeping quiet
7. Maintain solid relationship between labor and management
8. Invent for the war effort
9. Get people into war jobs
Bird and Rubenstein state that the wartime posters addressed every citizen
as a soldier in a war of production and put forth the idea that the factory and home
were also arenas of war.^ While the eligible men were fighting World War II on
battle fronts in Europe, Africa and the Pacific; other men and women were
“fighting” World War II on the “home front”. The home front concept was
developed after World War I by Guilio Douhet, an Italian air war theorist. Douhet
felt that civilians making weapons or farmers planting food for troops were just as
legitimate as targets as soldiers were. David Kennedy calls the word home front,“a
telling neologism that testifies to the totalizing, all-engulfing implications of
»3

warfare in the modem era.

As briefly mentioned before,fighting on the home

front included women rationing and children collecting scrap. However, the number
and variety of production posters indicates that propagandists felt that war
production was a top priority.
The most common visual tactic was to compare factory workers with
soldiers. In fact, many posters called workers “production soldiers” or “production
warriors”. Posters made a direct correlation between building a gun and firing one

^ Bird and Rubenstein, 1.
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at the Nazis. Their tools were weapons, as the posters would show a worker beating
Hitler on the head with a wrench or bowling the “unholy trinity” over with a giant
snowball of production. The correlation was there no matter how far down the
product was on the assembly line. This means that a worker could feel the same
amount of pride in making a gear shift that he would feel if he installed the engine.
The posters urged the workers to feel proud that the bullet they made or the ore they
mined and smelted were in direct wartime action. These posters glorified the
soldier’s job, which in turn glorified the worker’s job. The patriotism in these
posters was intense, much like in the military recruitment posters. Many of the same
tactics, such as patriotism and “maleness,” in posters were used in both military
recruitment for men and recruitment for workers.
Soldiers were portrayed as insatiable for both food and weapons. The soldiers are

IT

shown in desperate need of supplies. The urgency in
the posters was intense. Once again, personal
responsibility of workers was key to these posters. The
soldier depended on your ammunition and your speed
in loading the ship. In this particular kind of poster, the
soldier looks happy; he is pleased with the goods

r//f ARMY NeCDS MOR£

LUMBER

being produced and wants more. It is only with more

production that the soldier can beat the Axis and make the world safe again. When
emphasizing quantity, the posters were generally patriotic in nature. There was a
distinct difference in tone when the poster emphasized quality.

’David Kennedy, Freedom From Fear: The American People in Depression and War,}929-1945
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 602.
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On June

1943, workers at the Cordova Plant of National Fireworks in

Tennessee received a visit from several Navy gunners and the “Navy Sweetheart.”
The factory had been converted to produce 20-mi!limeter ammunition shells. The
purpose of the visit was to show for what the plant workers were making
ammunition. The Navy Sweetheart was the Oerlikon antiaircraft gun. John Carruth
covered the visit for the Commercial Appeal, a Memphis newspaper. While for
most of the visit, the Navy men praised the factory for its work (the plant
continuously broke production records and had been awarded the Army-Navy “E”).
The article stated that the “more material reward” was hearing from veterans how
their labor was helping on the front. However:
Careless workers got a slap in the face from Mr. Vories [Navy Chief Gunner’s
mate] when he described in gruesome detail the death of his buddies who had been
forced to fight with faulty equipment. ‘May God damn the man who made this tank
were the last words of one American Marine, the speaker declared.'*
Much like the speech above, guilt and shame were common in posters that
emphasized quality. Again, direct association was
used. The posters placed the blame for a soldier’s
V

rr-

death due to faulty equipment directly on the worker.
Examine the poster at left. A soldier is about to throw
a hand grenade. The text at top implies that if the

' BIS LIFE IS
1
IN YOUR HANDS

grenade fails to detonate, then the soldier will die.
The text at the bottom states that “his life is in your

John CaiTuth. Navy Sweetheart in Action inspires Cordova Workers. The Commercial Appeal. June
16, 1943.
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hands,” which implies that the worker is responsible for the life of the soldier. The
point is further emphasized by the contrasting of “your” in red with the rest of the
text in black. Other production categories also made overwhelming use of guilt and
shame along with other psychological tactics.
Posters directed at absenteeism, loafing and tool breakage were particularly
hard-lined toward workers. Again, personal responsibility was at the core of these
posters. The most common psychological tactic was enemy association. Much like
associating good work behavior as helping defeat the Axis powers, bad work
behavior was portrayed as helping the Axis. A poster like this one to the right was
common. It has Hitler thanking a lazy production worker
THANKS FOR
/ 1 with the Iron Cross. In numerous other posters Hitler, as
LOAFING,
well as the generic Japanese soldier and even Mussolini
(although Mussolini was almost never portrayed alone)
applauded and rewarded what American businesses and the
government thought of as unpatriotic work habits, which
included long breaks, absenteeism, horseplay and overall laziness. The government
went so far as to call these acts treasonous. These acts were considered sabotage
and in some case, as some posters bluntly put it; murder. A popular slogan was
“killing time is killing men.” Another poster stated, “Idle hands work for Hitler.”
This of course equates Hitler with the Devil, something that may have made some
Christian workers think twice about loafing.
While the character of Rosie the Riveter was created to represent the
qualities that the government wanted to see, other characters were created to
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ridicule those who did not live up to expectation.
While the Army had Sergeant Snafu and Joe Dope,
the production world had the Axidunce. The Office
of War Information commissioned this series of
poster. A play on the word “accident;” the
character’s name says a lot. It implies that accidents
are the result of stupidity and that they help the
Axis powers. The character himself is drawn to look slow-witted. He wears a dunce
cap that bears his name. He does something stupid in every poster. In this particular
poster, Axidunce is about to lose his fingers because he is not paying attention. The
accidents, which include tripping over loose clothes and getting blown up while
smoking, seem very avoidable, but accidents were obviously prominent problems.
The same format of ridicule and blame also applied to posters addressing broken
tools.
Many posters were produced with the hope that the usually unstable world
of labor/management relations could be put on hold during the war. Patriotism was
the main force behind these posters. Both businesses and labor organizations
created posters showing national support. In fact, both the American Federation of
Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations made no-strike pledges after the
bombing of Pearl Harbor.^

^ Bird and Rubenstein, 57.
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CHAPTER SIX
OLD HABITS DIE HARD
In the 1940’s Americans were being constantly reminded that they had
more freedoms than any other country in the world and that they had the highest
standard of living in the world. Any American with means could get in his
automobile and freely cross state lines or put any amount of sugar and milk in his
coffee. He could speak his mind and buy whatever he wanted. The government
soon pointed out, however, that Americans would have to temporarily sacrifice
these freedoms and resources in order to preserve them. This was another battle
being fought on the home front.
Those on the home front were implored to conserve and ration their food.
Stores were sent limited amounts of food and items such as meat and sugar were
especially scarce. Families were issued ration books, which were used to prevent
runs on stores and help curtail the black market of rationed goods. Rationing was
also implemented to offset spiraling inflation and insure equal distribution of
1

food. Price control accompanied rationing.
Propagandists knew that Americans would be upset by being told they
would have to do without during the war. Posters emphasized that rationing
“gives you yourfair share”. Rationing posters used both positive and negative
reinforcement. Many parallels can be seen between conservation posters and

' Amy Bently, Eatingfor Victory: Food Rationing and the Politics ofDomesticity (Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1998), 15.
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production posters. Patriotic citizens were shown as happy to do their part for the
war effort, while those who refused to were portrayed as greedy or even evil. The
posters explained that the food was going to win the war. As with many
production posters, soldiers were portrayed as needing lots of food to battle the
enemy.
Not only were Americans expected to ration food, they were also
expected to grow their own. Americans were urged to plant what became known
as “victory gardens”. This term implied that even a small garden played a part in
winning the war,just as a worker installing the smallest part on a tank played a
part. They were also encouraged to can and preserve the food they grew. Slogans
with plays on words, such as “Can All You Can” and ‘Of Course I Can”, became
popular.
Food was not the only thing rationed. Rubber, metal, lumber,fuel and
numerous other materials were also scarce. Americans were asked not only to
ration these items but also recycle and reuse them. Posters would often show how
much of a particular material, such as rubber, was used
When you
you ride with

in battle gear to drive home the point of how much
rubber or metal was needed to fight the war. They
were asked to participate in scrap drives and car clubs.

a
Cor-Sharing Club

TODAY!

Once again, positive and negative reinforcement were
used with equal effect. This poster shows enemy

association, as seen, a very popular theme. Just as breaking a tool or slacking off
on the job helped the Axis, so did wasting material. The poster above shows an
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American,seemingly content to ride alone, which for the propagandists equated
to riding with (aiding) Hitler. Other posters of this sort would have Hitler or a
Japanese soldier thanking someone for wasting material,just as they did when a
worker broke a tool.
Needless traveling was also frowned upon by the government. Often
posters would ask,“Is your trip necessary”. Americans were constantly reminded
that war related travel had first priority and needless travel (i.e. vacations or
outings) hindered the war effort. Soldiers are shown racing to the battlefield with
the text reading “They have more important places to go than you”. Other posters
showed patriotic citizens vacationing at home and enjoying themselves.
Not only did the government need its citizen’s labor,food and scrap to win
the war, it also needed its citizen’s money. The government sold war bonds
throughout the war. The idea was to buy a bond for $7.50 and hold it for ten years
at which time it would be worth $10. The goal, according to the posters was to set
aside ten percent of every paycheck for investing in war bonds. Bond posters
utilized the entire range of psychological tactics. The Treasury Department had
five war bond selling campaigns between 1943 and 1944 alone.^

^ Steven Casey, Cautious Crusade: Franklin D. Roosevelt, American Public Opinion, and the War
Against Nazi Germany.(United States: Oxford University Press, 2(X)1), 157.
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Don't get caught
with your pants down-

i^WAR BONDS

buy g.i. bonds

The first poster uses guilt. A battle injured soldier in a desolate landscape
asks of those at home are you “doing all you can?” The poster calls attention to
the comforts of the home front, while soldiers die abroad. The second poster uses
a beautiful soldier” unraveling an American flag to equate patriotism with
buying war bonds. The third poster utilizes a tactic not used by many other types
of posters. The text reads “This war will be over some day”. It was extremely rare
for any other type to mention anything about the war being over. In fact, most
other posters emphasized that if a citizen did not fight, work or contribute in some
way to the war effort, then the war would drag on. The reason this poster does
mention that the war would end is because of the nature of war bonds. War bonds
were seen not only as a loan for the government to win the war now, but as an
investment in the future. This poster uses humor to stress to soldiers the need to
have some sort of savings for the future. The fourth poster is a generic poster for a
factory or office. It uses the well known “everybody, every payday at least 10%”
slogan. It uses text “Lets hit the bull’s eye” and “Shoot straight with our boys” to
compare workers with soldiers.
One of the biggest perceived fears of the government was the leaking of
information. In fact, according to Bird and Rubenstein, “OWI officials felt that
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ihe most urgent problem on the home front was the careless leaking of sensitive
.>3

information that could be picked up by spies and saboteurs.

Some of the

greatest sairicty for a single topic was seen in “silence” posters. For as many
posters produced under this theme, virtually none had positive reinforcement.
Guilt and fear was by far the most common theme as

SOMEONE

demonstrated by this famous and striking poster. It
shows a sailor who is drowning because “Someone
Talked”. The artist used foreshortening to make the
finger appear to follow the viewer. The sailor looks

TALKED!

angry and is pointing to the one who sank his ship.
Propagandists hoped this would “scare straight” any

'‘blabbermouths”. Many posters had non-descripl soldiers going off to fight, with
the warning that if the viewer talked, that soldier would die. Other posters had the
omnipresent enemy lurking around the comer, listening to every word spoken and
using those words against American soldiers.

^ William Bird and Harry Rubenstein, Design for Victoiy: World War II Posters on the American
Home Front(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998), 13.
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Examine these two posters:

DOI'I^

FREE SPEECH

INCREASE PRODUCTION
FOB AXIS DESTRUCTION

The first poster presents an interesting dilemma. The first amendment to
the Constitution of the United States of America guarantees freedom of speech.
The poster, however, shows the hand of Uncle Sam over the mouth of an average
citizen, effectively silencing him. This seems to be a violation of Constitutional
rights. In a war hailed to save freedoms such as free speech, it appears
contradictory to have the government suppress those freedoms. The poster on the
right seems to rectify this problem. According to this poster, free speech doesn t
mean careless talk”. Interestingly, this poster was produced by the House of
Seagram (as a contribution to the war effort), not the government.
One type of poster had hundreds of variations and was seen by thousands
of people, but not by the general public. This category was specifically created to
address the issues of sex. The propagandists knew that the American fighting
forces were mostly young men who were perhaps thousands of miles from home
and not sure when or even if they would return from fighting.
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The government had two fears concerning the soldiers and sex. The first
fear as already discussed was information leakage. The second fear was venereal
disease. The three major ones were Chlamydia, gonoirhea and syphilis. If left
untreated, these diseases could debilitate a soldier. In the propagandists mind, all
that mattered was that the soldier could no longer fight. The posters issued to
curtail the spread of these diseases within the ranks went in two directions. The
first direction was to stress abstinence, like in the poster above. The poster shows
a sailor who wines and dines and eventually sleeps with a “loose woman”. The
poster implies that the woman is a prostitute, but it does not show an exchange of
money. All throughout the night, the sailor is warned that he really shouldn’t. The
last panel shows him sick and in bed and admitting the error of his ways. Fear of
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disease was a strong motivator. The propagandists knew that no matter how often
they warned of the dangers of sex,some men would still act out their impulses.
The second direction this type of poster took was to urge soldiers to “use a pro”.
Pro was short for prophylactic, or condom. Soldiers were issued “prophylactic
kits”. These kits included condoms and cleansing fluids that were actually forced
into the penis after sex. “Pro stations” were set up on base or in cities when
soldiers were on leave. The government thought disease was a problem even
though it allowed over one million G.I.’s to be serviced by legal prostitution on
the infamous Hotel Street in Honolulu.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE TWO JOES
After the attack on Pearl Harbor and after America rebuilt its navy,the
United States fought, for the most part, a two front war. Also called theaters, the
United States engaged Germany and Italy on the western front and Japan on the
eastern front. Enemy portrayal was common in the propaganda posters. A distinct
difference is easily seen between the portrayal of European enemies and the
Japanese.
During World War I, the Committee of Public Information, headed up by
George Creel, created a mass hatred against all things German. Hamburgers
became “Liberty Steaks” and sauerkraut became “Victory Cabbage”.* The city of
Germantown,TN,changed its name to Neshoba during the war. Even though the
town was only big enough to send three boys off to fight, its centrally located
railway depot saw a lot of war traffic. The intense feeling of animosity toward
Germany and the barbaric “Hun” was strong enough to make a town change its
name. Ironically enough, the town is named for N.T. German,the man who first
surveyed the land in 1834. The town remained Germantown throughout World
War II, however. The lack of a second name change reflects a change in both
propaganda tactics and in American public opinion. The intense campaigns
against the Germans by WWI propagandists had been discredited by the 1930 s.

* Steven Casey, Cautious Crusade: Franklin D. Roosevelt, American Public Opinbn, and the War
Against Nazi Germany (U.S.A.: Oxford University Press, 2001),20-21.
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There was a concerted effort on the part of World War II propagandists to
differentiate between the Nazi Government and the German people. In fact, it was
said that, “Hitler does not represent the true will of the vast civilian population of
Germany,” and that, "there is little disposition in the U.S. to blame the German
people for the crimes of their Nazi Government.""
The differentiation between people and government was clearly evident in
the posters. The posters rarely made reference to Germany itself or to the German
people and use of the word Hun was dropped. Hitler was often used to represent
the threat. The text would read “stop Hitler,” not “stop the Germans.” Americans
understood that the Nazis were a political paity, therefore the word Nazi was also
often used instead of the word German. Many times the swastika alone was used.
While the concept of the “good German” spared the general German
populace from the often dehumanizing efforts of American propaganda, the
Japanese did not fare as well. The American
public had no notion of a Japanese political party;
therefore they were fighting the Nazi party and the
Japanese people.^ Racism is clearly evident in
poster portrayal of the Japanese. Much of that
racism was bred from the feelings of anger
If yM worked as hard and fast as a Jap

Americans had for the Japanese after the attack on

we'd

3 Pearl Harbor. The overwhelming majority of
Americans saw the attack as completely unprovoked and evil.
^ Casey, 2i.
^ John Dower, War Without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War(New York: Pantheon
Books, 1986), 78-79.
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Portrayal of the Japanese was multifaceted. The first and most common
racial aspect was in referring to the Japanese as a people. The most common
reference was to the “Japs.” Referring to the Japanese as Japs not only occurred in
poster propaganda, but in regular news media as well. As mentioned in Chapter
two, the word Jap is easily rhymed with, a fact to which propagandists made
extensive use. The word “Nip”(from Nippon, the Japanese reading of the
country’s name) was also used.'*
Many of the stereotypes of the Japanese seen in the posters were often
encouraged by the military. Two booklets passed out by the United States
Government to soldiers show the range of Japanese stereotypes. The Soldier's
Guide to the Japanese Army was distributed by the Military Intelligence Service
of the War Department in November of 1944. The publication gives the following
description of a Japanese soldier:
The Japanese soldier is small in stature in comparison with Americans.
His average height is 5 feet 3 Vi inches; his weight, 116 to 120 pounds. His
limbs are short and thick. Despite the reputation of the Japanese for
quickness and agility, the average soldier even after rigorous training is
apt to be awkward. His posture is faulty, and his normal gait shuffling. His
teeth usually are poor and often protruding. Although the average
Japanese is cleanly in his personal habits, sanitation measures of Japanese
troops in the field are inadequate according to Western standards.^

'‘Dower, 81.
^ Soldier's Guide to the Japanese Army. Military Intelligence Service, War Department. Special
Series No. 27, 1944, p. 5.
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While this publication refrained from using the term Jap, the racism is still
overwhelmingly obvious. The description contains several of IhQphysical
stereotypes that John Dower sees as tangible categories. These categories include
the ape-man, lesser man. supermen, primitive and “yellow”.^ The description
calls the Japanese soldier short, clumsy, unclean with bad teeth. The Punch Below
the Belt, another booklet distributed by the Military Intelligence Division,
presents an even more racist slant. The War Department intended this booklet to
“educate” American soldiers on “Japanese Ruses, Deception Tactics, and
Antipersonnel Measures.” As the title implies,
the booklet describes Japanese soldiers as
treacherous and crafty. This exemplifies the
mental stereotypes Americans had of the
Japanese.^
This production poster features the Tokio Kid,
one of the most famous propaganda
characters. He is thanking a worker for going
fishing instead of working, a prime example of guilt via enemy association. The
kid displays most of the common stereotypes of the Japanese. He has squinting
eyes and wears glasses. Notice this characteristic in the previous poster. He has
claws and large pointed ears and drooling, giving him a rat-like appearance.
Animalistic morphing of the Japanese, usually as ape or rat-like, was quite
common. Other posters show him slouched with ape-like limb proportions. He
^ Dower, vii.
^ The Punch Below the Belt. Military Intelligence Division, War Department. Special Series No.
33, 1945.
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has fangs and protruding buck teeth, which falls in line with the description
above. He is always shown holding a bloody dagger and wearing a little hat with
the rising sun logo.
Along with the kid, propagandists came up with Tokio Joe. Although still
very racist with buck teeth and squinting eyes, Joe is less extreme than the kid.
Aside from Joe and the kid, there were few other representations of the Japanese
in posters. Often a caricature of Tojo was used;especially in posters that featured
the “Unholy Trinity,” otherwise it was just a “generic Jap”. Another part of the
stereotype against the Japanese was speech. Often posters would make fiin of
broken English or the sometimes difficulty of the Japanese to make the R sound,
such as in this Tokio Joe poster. Many posters would place an “e at the end of
every word in the text as “spoken by a Jap”.
Taking into account all posters produced during the war, another aspect of
racism becomes apparent. African Americans represented a significant portion of
the population in the 1940’s and yet the number of posters that either portrayed
African Americans or were directed at African Americans made up only a tiny
percent of those produced. In a way, propagandists were presented with a
problem. How do you reconcile a segregated society with a total war that requires
everyone’s participation?
The poster on the following page represents one of the racial problems in
American propaganda. This poster is part of a series of thirty-one produced by the
Sheldon-Claire Company of Chicago. It was a private company that sold posters
to other companies, especially those making war goods. The ‘This is
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America...Keep it Free” series was produced in 1942 and “established a narrative
that included not only what the nation sought to defend, but also what it would
need to preserve in postwar America.”^ This poster shows a group of country ball
^ players with the text implying that anyone who works

:a -/IhWUCA.^

hard can move up in life. This series focused on the
“common man. However, there are no African
Americans in Sheldon-Claire’s America. In all the
scenes, which included school rooms, factories and
Wh^rc o f«Oow «
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living rooms, in all thirty-one posters; there is not a
I ingle African American. This racial bias occurred in

government posters as well. In the vast majority of posters, when a solider,
housewife or factory worker was shown, that person was almost always white.
So what were the posters like that actually portrayed or were directed at
African Americans? Two of the more famous posters feature what could be called
46

black heroes”.

8

William Bird and Harry Rubenstein, Design for Victory: World War II Posters on the American
Home Front (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998), 84.
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We're going to do our part ■
... and well win because |!
1/
we're on God's side
A

On the left is Doric Miller and on the right is Joe Louis. Messman Done
Miller was given the Navy Cross for outstanding service as the poster states
iC

above and beyond the call of duty”. Miller, “without previous
experience. . .manned a machine gun in the face of serious fire during the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor, December 7, 194i, on the Battleship Arizona, shooting
down four enemy planes.”'^ Joe Louis was the second African American heavy
weight champion. In a revenge bout in 1938, Louis knocked out Hitler’s prize
fighter Max Schmeling. The propagandists wanted to capitalize on the pride that
African Americans felt for these men and use their images and fame for recruiting
blacks into the war effort.

’ John Hope Franklin and Alfred Moss, From Slavery to Freedom: A History of African Americans
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2002), 491.
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An interesting contradiction existed between poster imagery and reality.
The poster at left, issued by the Office of War
Information, shows an African American working on a
piece of machinery with a white worker. They are
isnorins their racial differences in order to produce
more goods for the war effort. They are “united under
the American flag, producing for victory. This poster
raises several questions. First, how serious were the propagandists in racial
“unification” and second, were posters such as this one effective in soothing over
racial differences for the good of the war?
The best indicator of the seriousness of the propagandists toward racial
unification in context of the war effort is the number of posters similar to the one
above. If it were a priority, then certainly many variants of the interracial poster
would exist, similar to the variety of the keeping silent or “no sex posters. While
there were few posters produced that featured African Americans, there were

even

fewer that featured an inteiracial scene. In fact, the number may be as low as two
in the thousands produced. The other, as seen in chapter three was the Freedom of
Religion poster by Norman Rockwell.
In 1941, President Roosevelt issued Executive Order 8802, which forbade
10

racial discrimination in defense industries. However, the system of segregation
and discrimination was so ingrained in the American consciousness that
propaganda or even an executive order did little to change the situation for

Nancy Baker Wise and Christy Wise, A Mouthful of Rivets: Women at Work in World War II
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1994), 12.
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obvious that African Americans were not able to
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executive order. It is clear that even in industries
that hired African Americans and the military,
racism was rampant.
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According to Neil Wynn, much of the
uneven numbers of African Americans in war
industries were, “because of their second class
status in society, which meant that they were last

hired and first fired.

yy

1 1

Racism via the segregation of military units and the low

number of black officers, is evident in the military. Much of the military racism
was a result of the World War I stereotype that said that black soldiers inept or
12

cowardly, which is of course far from the truth,

African soldiers fought bravely

as evident by Doric Miller’s actions in Pearl Harbor. However, the prejudice was
there, as can be seen in this letter from an African American soldier to Dr. Adam
Clayton Powell, Jr. describing a racial incident:
On August 3

1943, a white private told a Negro Officer who had

reprimanded him for not observing the ordinary military courtesy of a

II

Neil Wynn, The Afro-American and the Second World War (New York: Holmes & Meier,
1993), 39.
12
A. Russell Buchanan, Black Americans in World War II (Santa Barbra: Clio Books, 1977), 79.
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salute, if you would take your clothes off and lay them on the ground I
13

would salute them but I wouldn’t salute anything that looks like you.
The Officer was told not to make an issue of the incident. The private was
only menially reprimanded and that was only after the Officer demanded an
14

investigation.

While the propaganda stressed unification for the war effort and

the President forbade discrimination, not even the necessity of war could stifle the
15

racism of American society.

13
14

As printed in Tapsfor a Jim Crow Army. Philip McGuire.(Santa Barbra: ABC-Clio, 1983),53.

15

Interestingly, only one poster was ever produced featuring Native Americans. It WK
posters in oL It features the stereotypical “Indian brave” using smoke signals to spell out buy
more war bonds. It also asks for “more tomahawks for our united wamors. It
intended for a specific audience; therefore it had a limited producUon run. Other ethnic groups are
completely absent.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS
The thousands of posters produced covered almost every aspect of
wartime life. It is clear that mobilization foratotal war was the major theme of
American propaganda. The title of this thesis was taken from a war bond poster,
but its text applies to the goal of all posters; to implore citizens to “do everything
they can” to aid the war effort. Propagandists tried to touch all segments of the
population, young and old, men and women,and black and white. The totality of
this campaign becomes even more evident as other media are exanuned.The
themes that permeated the posters also permeated other media as well.
Radio had become an essential media outlet during the war. Citizens
would sit and listen to Roosevelt’s fireside chats and to the latest war news.
Propagandists utilized radio to further impart their messages upon eager listeners.
Often times a public message would be slipped into a comedy show to make it
more palatable. “Fibber McGee and Molly” was one such show.The characters
would discuss issues such as gas rationing and the black market. Of course, those
characters that operated or spoke contrary to the beliefs of the propagandists were
portrayed as bumblers or lowlifes.' This equated to using the “Axidunce” in
production posters.

'Jordan Braverman. To Hasten the Homecoming: How Americans Fought World War II Through
the Media.(Lanham: Madison Books, 1996),98.
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Music also followed similar themes. Many songs were written to
emphasize messages, such as the Rosie the Riviter song in chapter four, which
was written to extol the virtues of women workingforthe war effort Other songs
included “Remember December 7*^,” “Arms for the Love of America,”“Shhh,
It’s a Military Secret,’’ and “Any Bonds Today?”.Mt is clear that these songs
emphasize the same themes and categories as did the posters. In just the songs
mentioned above are production, patriotism, keeping silent and bond buying.
Because of the visual nature of motion pictures, cartoons and comic strips.
cousins to the poster, the themes found in the posters easily translated to these
other media. In comics. Superman fought the Nazis along with JoePalooka,the
first comic strip character to wear to military uniform.^ Cartoons are probably the
closest linked to the posters. Cartoons would be released theatrically usually
before or after a feature film along with a news reel. Bugs Bunny and Daffy Duck
were utilized for propaganda purposes. “Scrap Happy Daffy” has Daffy Duck
fighting Nazis who want to destroy his scrap pile. It emphasized the importance of
collecting scrap by having the enemy desperately trying to destroy it or risk losing
the war. Bug Bunny made several war related cartoons including “Bugs Bunny
99

Nips the Nips,

Any Bonds Today,” and “Herr meets Hare”.These cartoons

feature Bugs fighting Japanese soldiers and even Herman Goering. These
cartoons are rarely seen today, because they have been deemed “objectionable”
and racist. For instance. In Bugs Bunny Nips the Nips,“Bugs ‘"defeats myopic,
bucktoothed Japanese soldiers by dispensing grenade-filled ice cream bars

^ Braverman,98.
^ Braverman, 216.
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accompanied by racist quips."’*^ The myopic, bucktoothed description of the
Japanese could be used to describe any number of propaganda posters.“Any
Bonds Today” has been pulled from Bugs Bunny marathons because during the
song. Bugs puts on blackface and does an A1 Jolson impression.
The barrage of propaganda from all sources was the result of the coming
together of numerous factors. The government and numerous civilian agencies
produced thousands of posters during the duration of the war. Wading through
those countless images is daunting and if viewed all at once can be overwhelming.
However, the posters follow consistent patterns and fall into only a few
predictable categories using only a handful of visual themes and tactics. Often
categories would have only one or two themes such as in production, where the
quality construction category almost exclusively used enemy association, guilt
and shame, with virtually no use of pride or patriotism. Themes developed out of
the American consciousness with its preconceived notions of gender roles and
race. They developed out of public opinion, both free formed and what the
government thought the opinion should be. They were influenced by a society that
had suffered under a depression and now suffering again under a World War.
Some themes revealed the changes taking place in the social mobility of certain
groups, while others tried in vain to change established social prejudices.
Some argue that poster propaganda is art. This argument has a certain
validity given the artistic complexity and sheer beauty of many of the posters.
This means that like art in other categories, it is open to interpretation. While
interpretations of the messages or artistic value may differ, the fact that these
http://www.rictionfunhouse.com/wayiam/bugsusedtobemyhero.htm
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posters represent an important aspect in the social andmilitary history of World
War II and in the history of art is undeniable.

)
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I
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